In this paper, a system for recognizing fonts has been designed and implemented. The system is based on the Eigenfaces method. Because font recognition works in conjunction with other methods like Optical Character Recognition (OCR), we used Decapod and OC-Ropus software as a framework to present the method. Materials and Methods: In our experiments, text typeset with three English fonts (Comic Sans MS, DejaVu Sans Condensed, Times New Roman) have been used. Results and Discussion: The system is tested thoroughly using synthetic and degraded data. The experimental results show that Eigenfaces algorithm is very good at recognizing fonts of synthetic clean data as well as degraded data. The correct recognition rate for synthetic data for Eigenfaces is 99% based on Euclidean Distance. The overall accuracy of Eigenfaces is 97% based on 6144 degraded samples and considering Euclidean Distance performance criterion. Conclusions: It is concluded from the experimental results that the Eigenfaces method is suitable for font recognition of degraded documents. The three percentage incorrect classification can be mediated by relying on intra-word font information.
INTRODUCCTION
Optical Font Recognition (OFR) is concerned with the recognition of fonts for a text image. It can be used as a post processing step after OCR in order to faithfully recreate the document with original look. It can also be used prior to OCR process to improve the OCR quality (1, 2) . Like any pattern recognition problem, font recognition is based on the extraction of a group of features from document images. Typographical features in font recognition are found in two types: global features and local features (2) . The former type of features can be extracted from large text entities like words, lines, or paragraphs. Examples of these features are height of line, word orientation, word space, word height, word width, regardless of their content. The change in font can be easily detected even by non-expert in typography. The global features depend on the length of the text (number of characters) more than the characters content and can be extracted from binary images scanned at lower solution (3) . In the rest of this section, some papers related to the field are reviewed. Global typographical features and Gabor filter methods use block of text without prior knowledge of the content making them useful prior to OCR process. One disadvantage of these methods is their inaccuracy because text block will not give us enough information about the font of individual character and block text must belong to the same font type. Zramdini and Ingold (4) presented a method that is based on identifying the global typographical features of the text such as type face, size, slope and weight of the text from an image block without knowing the contents of the text. They used a multi variate Bayesian classifier for the recognition purpose. Another method based on analyzing global texture of the document images is presented by Zhu et al. (5) . While Emptoz (6) presented a method to analyze the font at texture level instead of pixel level by finding the frequency and orientation of the texture.
On the other hand, local features can be extracted from individual characters, for example Serif shape, slope (roman versus italic) width (normal versus expanded) or size of vertical lines. In order to retrieve this type of feature from the real document, a careful processing is needed because it focuses on small and special character parts (like Serifs) and it is affected by some factors like noise, skew, low resolution, and binarization thresholds. Using local features also need the prior knowledge of the character class (3) . Cutter et al. (7) presented a work that is based on clustering similar tokens into clusters of candidate fonts. They used unsupervised method based on token occurrence. Their algorithm however, is suitable for reconstructing representative fonts rather than recognizing used fonts. The search engine of Solli and Lenz (2) is able to recognize fonts in very large data base of fonts. The recognition system is based on Eigenimage and use data base of 2763 different fonts of English alphabet. The evaluation shows the correct font name is one of the best five matches. Recently, Sevik et al. used deep learning to recognize Turkish fonts (8) . Bharath et al. used Support Vector Machines (SVM) to recognize fonts of Roman text (9) . Jaiem et al. used steerable pyramid method to recognize fonts of Arabic documents (10) . Tao et al. used Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to recognize fonts of single Chinese characters (11) . In this paper Eigenfaces is also used for the purpose of font recognition. However, unlike Solli and Lenz (2) , it is used to find the font name of each character glyph of the scanned document in order to reconstruct a PDF with the same font type used previously during the time of creating the original document. Breuel et al. developed OCRopus and Decapod, an open source OCR system and a low cost book digitization project, respectively. The Decapod project provides a framework for researchers to experiment and develop OCR and font recognition methods. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of Decapod framework steps. The proposed recognition font system (grey background rectangle) is shown as Font Recognition module fitted within Decapod pipeline. 
MATERIALS AND METHOD

EIGENFACES: BACKGROUND AND DEFI-NITIONS
Eigenfaces is an approach that converts face images into small group of characteristic feature images. Eigenvector can be shown as a sort of spectral face which we call Eigenfaces (13, 14) or as a group of Eigenvectors used in computer vision problem of human face recognition (13, 15) . The approach of using Eigenfaces for recognition was developed by Sirovich and Kirby (16) and used by Turk and Pentland in face classification and recognition (14) . Eigenfaces is a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) based on face recognition method (13, 15, 16) . The number of potential Eigenfaces is equal to the number of face image in the training set. The main reason for using fewer Eigenfaces is the computational efficiency (13, 14, 15) .
In mathematics, Eigenvector (x) of a linear transformation is a non-zero vector. When that transformation is applied to that vector, it may change the magnitude but not the direction as shown in Fig. 2 . For each eigenvector of a linear transformation there is a corresponding scalar value called an eigenvalue (λ) of that vector. The eigenvector is scaled under the linear transformation. 
where A is a vector function, and is the I identity matrix.
This is a homogeneous system of equations and a non-trivial solution exists if-and-only-if Det(A-λI)=0
where Det is determinant.
Then it is called characteristic polynomial of A. For a matrix N X N thre are N eigenvectors. It can be thought that the eigenvector is a set of features that together characterize the variation between corresponding images (13) .
PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS (PCA)
PCA is a statistical method used to reduce the dimensionality. It transforms the number of possible correlated variables into small number of uncorrelated variables called (Principle Component). The PCA is useful when you want to reduce the number of variables and is being used to explore, sort and group data. PCA is mathematically defined as an orthogonal linear transformation that transforms the data to a new coordinate. PCA was presented by Karl Pearson according to Jolliffe (17) . The PCA is unsupervised feature reduction algorithm (18) . PCA has not been widely used before developing the computer because it is not easy to do PCA by hand when the number of variables is larger than four, but it is the best choice when the number of variables is large. PCA was used in many fields like (image processing, machine learning, signal processing, communication, etc.). The goal of PCA is the analysis of data to identify patterns and finding patterns to reduce the dimensions of the dataset with minimal loss of information. The advantage of the PCA when used in the Eigenfaces is to reduce the size of the database for the recognition of a new image (17, 18, 19, 20, 21) .
FEATURE REDUCTION
Feature reduction refers to the mapping of the original high dimensional data into a lower-dimensional space. The goal of feature reduction is to obtain a compact, exact representation of the data by removing statistically redundant components. The reasons of using the feature reduction is visualization (projecting of high-dimensional data into 2D or 3D), data compression (efficient storage and retrieval), and noise removal (positive effect on query accuracy). Feature reduction is used in many applications such as face recognition, image retrieval, handwriting digit recognition, etc. (17, 18, 22) .
THE EIGENFACES ALGORITHM STEPS
Preparing the training set. The training set Г
should be prepared for processing. All images should have the same resolution and dimensions (same size). Each image is converted to a vector simply by concatenating the rows of pixels in the original image (size of each vector is N 2 X 1. All images of the training set are stored in a single matrix (the size of matrix is N 2 X M ) where M is the number of images in the training set (Database).
2. Normalizing the face vector to leave only the unique features of each face image by (i) Calculating the average (Mean) face vector:
(ii) Subtracting the average (Mean) face vector from each face vector:
where is the normalized (Mean Centered) face image.
Calculating Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues. In this step the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors (Eigenfaces)
should be calculated.
where and scalars are Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues, respectively, of the covariance matrix C
where the matrix and the covariance matrix is N 2 X N 2 .
The size of covariance matrix is very large N 2 X N 2 which is a severe problem because it will occupy a lot of memory space and it is very time consuming for calculations, so it produces N 2 Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues. For example: to find Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues for images of size 102 X 102 , a covariance of size 10404 X 10404 has to be computed and 10404 Eigenvectors and Eigenvalues should be calculated. Normally, this is not trivial and also not efficient especially when we know that most of those Eigenfaces are not useful for our task (because it may include noise). Hence, the dimensions of the covariance and Eigenfaces are reduced (13) .
First Eigenvectors of M X M matrix is solved then taking appropriate linear combination of face images . Consider the Eigenvectors of A T A such that
Multiply both sides by , we have (9) From which we see that are the Eignevectors of C = A -A T We construct an M X M matrix: (10) where and find M Eigenvectors of L. These vectors determine the linear combinations of the M training set face images to form the Eignefaces ul (11) where l = 1, 2, 3,..., M where corresponds to all Eigenvectors of L and u represents Eigenvectors of C (Eigenfaces). The advantage of this method is that one has to evaluate only numbers instead of N 2 . Usually M < N 2 and only M a few principle components (Eigenfaces) will be relevant.
Ideally not all eigenvectors are needed from the M eigenvectors (Eigenfaces) . Only
should be chosen which have the highest Eigenvalue (The M Eigenvectors are sorted in descending order Eigenvalue and chosen to represent Eigenspace). The higher eigenvalue has more characteristic features of the face image Eigenfaces with low eigenvalues will be removed.
Calculating Omega ( ) by projecting each of the train images into Eigenspace:
where is the mean centered image (normalized image). Note that each projection of image can be obtained as of image 1 and for projection of image 2 and so on, where consists of M values and . This step is the last step in the training phase.
Test a new image by first normalizing test image
(13) second by projecting the new image into the Eigenface space to obtain a vector that contains weights as (14) where is a vector that contains values as weights of the test image.
Calculating the Euclidean Distance (ED)
Then the image with minimum Euclidean distance is taken as the identified image.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
In this section the proposed font recognition system is being evaluated. A thorough experiment has been executed to test the accuracy of the system to recognize fonts in synthetic clean images and degraded images. The system is implemented using Visual Basic .Net programing language on a PC running Windows 8.1. The PC is equipped with Core i7 4770HQ processor, 2.20 GHz, 4 CPUs (8 Threads) and 16GB RAM. Training images were extracted directly from font files. The test images are taken from electronic book typeset with three different fonts: Comic Sans MS (Comic), DejaVu Sans Condensed (DejaVu), Times New Roman (Times). The dataset is divided into two parts clean-synthetic and degraded images (23) . Images were degraded using Kanungo et al. method (24) by means of Qgar library (http://www.qgar.org). We used OCRopus and Decapod software to segment pages into lines and lines into separate character images. The ground truth data are generated by extracting glyphs bitmaps using FontForge library (http://fontforge.org). The largest possible bitmap-glyph width and height that do not require scaling-down was selected as the preferred size (102*102). Hence, all TI glyphs are scaled up to 102*102 image size to avoid degradation of shape quality. The authors of the dataset also used PNG file format since it can be processed by Decapod and OCRopus software. The original dataset is a book of around 60 pages of text and available in synthetic and degraded formats. In our experiment we have used 6 pages only. The first three pages of the book were used as test images (TI) and the last three pages were used as training images. The ground truth data (GT) are extracted from the original True Type Font (TTF) files. Figure 3 shows a synthetic and degraded sample of the three digital fonts. Figure 4 shows the Euclidean distance comparison between (TIC and GTC, GTD, GTT ) for the small and capital letters. Figure 5 shows the Euclidean distance between (TID and GTC, GTD, GTT ) for the small and capital letters. Figure 6 shows the Euclidean distance comparison between (TIT and GTC, GTD, GTT ) for the small and capital letters for the synthetic image. Figure 7 shows the percentage of correct recognition rate for the font type (Comic, DejaVu, Times) using Euclidean distance for degraded images. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUS-SION
Figure 5. Result of EigenFaces on DejaVu synthetic test data (lower is better). (a) Lower case letters. (b) Upper case letters.
The performance of our developed EigenFaces sub-module is explained next. The low ED values showed in Figs. 4-6 mean that the EigenFaces method is able to detect the font of TI images for all characters of the alphabet (capital and small letters) with nearly 100% accuracy. This is also consistent for the three tested fonts (Comic, DejaVu, and Times). This accuracy stems from the fact that synthetic TI images are very close in shape to their GT counterparts. For degraded data, the values in Fig. 7 represent the percentage of correct classification of the TI compared with the ground truth (GTC, GTD, GTT) with the number of occurrences. For example, considering Comic font, it is shown that the percentage of correct classification is between (95.24% -100%) relying on ED for the number of sample images between (14 -234). One reason for the high recognition rate for the Comic font is that the shape of glyphs is quite distinguishable and different than that of DejaVu and Times which differentiate the glyphs of this font against other fonts.
For DejaVu, the recognition percentage is between (65.85% -100%) based on ED for the number of samples between (13 -293) . While most letters have high recognition rate, only one letter has low recognition rate: u (65.85%). The reason for this is due to the deformation of the character after degradation as shown in Fig. 8 where degraded letter u belong to DejaVu font looks like letter u of comic font due to degradation. For Times font, the percentage of correct classification is between (60.87%-100%) for the number of sample images between (13 -303) . Almost all letters got high recognition rate, except the letter l which due to deformation of the character after degradation the classification is dropped to only (60.87%). To have an insight on the quality of our results we can refer to the work of Bharath (9) where he got 80% average accuracy with English fonts using Support Vector Machines. The difficulty in recognition of some letters can be compensated by utilizing an intuitive intra-word typesetting fact that is: characters of a word are usually typeset with same font type. From the results on three fronts, we conclude that recognition rate for Comic font is better than the other fonts due to its glyph shapes which are much different than DejaVu and Times.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a Eigenfaces-based system for English font recognition. The system is tested and evaluated with synthetic and degraded data. Experimental results showed that the recognition of synthetic data is correct for all samples and the percentage of correct classification of degraded data is 97% (overall accuracy based on 6144 samples). It is concluded from the experimental results that the Eigenfaces method is suitable for font recognition of degraded documents. The three-percentage incorrect classification can be corrected by utilizing noise removal algorithms (25, 26, 27) and/or relying on intra-word font information. In addition, the good overall accuracy of the Eigenfaces module suggests that adding/porting it to Decapod system is feasible and will enable the creation of type 5 PDF files, i.e. files with original TTF fonts, hence it will lead to pleasant viewing experience.
